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Abstract

We discuss an optimization model for the line planning problem in pub-
lic transport in order to minimize operation costs while guaranteeing a
certain level of quality of service, in terms of available transport capac-
ity. We analyze the computational complexity of this problem for tree
network topologies as well as several categories of line operations that
are important for the Quito Trolebús system. In practice, these instances
can be solved quite well, and significant optimization potentials can be
demonstrated.

1 Introduction

The major cities of South America are facing an enormous and constantly in-
creasing demand for transportation and, unfortunately, also an increase in vehic-
ular congestion, with all its negative effects. In Quito, the elongated topography
of the city with its 1.8 millions inhabitants (the urban area being 60 km long
and 8 km wide) aggravates vehicular congestion even more, so that traffic al-
most completely breaks down in some parts of the city during rush hours. As
a consequence, the local government faces the necessity to improve the public
mass transit system.

A low-cost option that has produced satisfactory results in recent years is the
implementation of so-called major corridors of transportation. These corridors
consist of street tracks that are reserved exclusively for high-capacity bus units,
so that they can operate independently of the rest of the traffic. The corridor
lines are often complemented by feeder lines that transport passengers between
special transshipment terminals on the corridor and the nearby neighborhoods.

In Quito, the most important of such corridors is the so-called Trolebús Sys-

tem (TS), see Figure 1. TS is currently the largest public transportation system
in Quito, carrying around 250, 000 passengers daily. However, the dramatic in-
crease in transportation demand has had a negative impact on the quality of
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Figure 1: Trolebús and feeder line system in Quito.

service, with overcrowded busses and long waiting times being commonly experi-
enced by passengers. At the same time, operation costs have been continuously
increasing. With the aim of exploring possible solutions to this problem, we
have been working on optimization models that can be applied to improve the
operation of the TS and similar transportation systems. The question that
we investigate is whether the design of the line system can be optimized using
mathematical methods in order to improve the quality of service and/or lower
operation costs by a better vehicle utilization.

Mathematical optimization approaches to line planning have received grow-
ing attention in the operations research and the mathematical programming
community in the last two decades, see Odoni, Rousseau, and Wilson [14] and
Bussieck, Winter, and Zimmermann [8] for an overview. The problem has also
been studied in the context of transit route network design, see Kepaptsoglou
and Karlaftis [12] for a recent review. Integer programming approaches to line
planning have been considered since the late nineties. Bussieck, Kreuzer, and
Zimmermann [6] (see also Bussieck [5]) and Claessens, van Dijk, and Zwan-
eveld [9] both propose cut-and-branch approaches to select lines from a previ-
ously generated pool of potential lines. Both articles are based on a “system
split” of the demand, i.e., an a priori distribution of the passenger flow on the
arcs of the transportation network; these “aggregated demands” are then cov-
ered by lines of sufficient capacity. Bussieck, Lindner, and Lübbecke [7] extend
this work by incorporating nonlinear components. Goossens, van Hoesel, and
Kroon [10, 11] improve the models and algorithms and show that real-world rail-
way line planning problems can be solved within reasonable time with acceptable
quality. Approaches that integrate line planning and passenger routing have re-
cently been proposed by Borndörfer, Grötschel, and Pfetsch [2, 3], Schöbel and
Scholl [16, 17], and Nachtigall and Jerosch [13]. The latter two groups consider
approaches that allow minimizing the number of transfers or the transfer time.
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It is well known that line planning problems in general networks are NP-hard.
However, considering the simple network structure underlying the Trolebús Sys-
tem (a single path for the main corridor, a “tree” for the feeder-line system) one
could expect to obtain polynomially solvable problems at least in some partic-
ular cases. In previous works [20] (see also [19]), we studied the computational
complexity of a line planning model for the main corridor, and explored how it
is affected by factors such as the presence/absence of fixed costs, the number
of transportation modes, and the structure of the line system. Surprisingly, the
model remains NP-hard in almost every setting. Results of a similar flavor have
been obtained by Puhl and Stiller [15] for the path constrained network flow
problem, a basic version of a line planning problem in which a maximal pas-
senger flow is wanted. They show that this problem is inapproximable even for
unit capacities, and even for graphs with bounded treewidth and planar graphs,
as s well as for general capacities on grid graphs.

In this article, we focus on the feeder line systems (FLS), which have a tree
topology. We first introduce some notation and set up an integer programming
model. The computational complexity of this model for star-like and general
tree topologies is investigated in Section 3. Depending on the structure of
the lines, we provide polynomial time algorithms or prove NP-hardness results.
Section 4 reports computational results regarding the application of the model
to real-world instances provided by the Trolebús operator.

2 A Demand Covering Model

We consider a bus transportation network as a digraph D = (V,A), where each
bus station is represented by a node v ∈ V and arcs represent direct links
between stations, i.e., (u, v) ∈ A if and only if a bus can visit station v directly
after station u. The fleet of busses is often heterogeneous; for instance, in Quito
it contains trolley-busses and several other types of busses used for the feeder
lines. We call a specific type of bus a transportation mode and define M to be
the set of all transportation modes in the system. Each transportation mode
m ∈ M has a specific unit capacity κm ∈ Z+. Furthermore, for each m ∈ M,
certain stations referred to as terminals are identified, where busses of mode m
may start or end a service route. An open line for a mode m is a directed
path in D whose first and last nodes are different terminals. Similarly, a closed

line for m is a directed cycle containing at least one terminal (with possible
repetition of nodes). We assume in this paper that a closed line is symmetric in
the sense that it contains pairs of anti-parallel arcs, i.e., if a closed line contains
an arc a = (u, v), it also contains the reverse arc a = (v, u). We consider for each
m ∈ M a line pool Lm, i.e., a set of a priori selected lines that can potentially
be established. We denote by L := ∪m∈MLm the set of all possible lines and
by Lm

a the set of lines of mode m using arc a. For a line ℓ ∈ L, cℓ ∈ R+ is
the cost of a single trip via ℓ. Finally, we write [n] := {1, . . . , n} for n ∈ Z+

throughout the article.
Transportation demand is expressed in terms of an origin-destination ma-
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Figure 2: Constructing the undirected version of a line planning problem on a path topology.

The closed lines (v1, v2, v3, v2, v1) and (v2, v3, v4, v3, v2) in D are substituted by the simple

undirected paths (v1, v2, v3) and (v2, v3, v4), respectively, in G.

trix (duv) ∈ Z
V ×V
+ , where each entry duv indicates the number of passengers

traveling from station u to station v within a certain time horizon T . In the
following, we assume that each passenger has been routed along some specific
directed (u, v)-path in a preprocessing step, resulting in an aggregated trans-

portation demand ga on each arc a of the network, i.e., a system split is given
(see, for instance, Bouma and Oltrogge [4]). We always assume that every
arc a ∈ A with positive demand ga is covered by a line, otherwise the instance
is infeasible, or at least it does not have a feasible solution compatible with the
given system split.

In [20, 19] we have shown that the inclusion of open lines can improve the
quality of a line system considerably. However, open lines are not a realistic
option for the feeder line systems considered here, due to the lack of adequate
parking places for bus units outside of the terminal. Hence, we will focus our
analysis on the case where L contains only closed symmetric lines. This sym-
metry can be exploited for reducing the problem to an equivalent version on an
undirected graph G = (V,E) defined by substituting pairs of anti-parallel arcs
(u, v) and (v, u) in D with undirected edges {u, v}. The aggregated demands
on these edges are given by:

g̃{u,v} := max{g(u,v), g(v,u)}, for all (u, v) ∈ A.

In this undirected version, lines correspond to simple undirected paths in G,
having the same costs as their directed counterparts; let Lm

e denote the set
of lines of mode m using edge e. Figure 2 gives an example of this problem
transformation.

We consider now the following demand covering model (DCM) for line plan-
ning:

min
∑

ℓ∈L

cℓ fℓ (1)

s.t.
∑

m∈M

∑

ℓ∈Lm
e

κm fℓ ≥ g̃e, ∀ e ∈ E (2)

0 ≤ fℓ ≤ fmax
ℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ L (3)

fℓ ∈ Z+ ∀ ℓ ∈ L. (4)

Here, fℓ is an integer variable representing the frequency assigned to line ℓ ∈ L.
The operation cost cℓ fℓ of line ℓ ∈ L is proportional to this frequency. The
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objective function (1) aims at minimizing total operation costs. Constraints (2)
ensure that the aggregated transportation demand is covered on each edge.
Furthermore, there are upper bounds fmax

ℓ on line frequencies for all lines ℓ ∈ L.
If κm = κ for all m ∈ M, i.e., all capacities are equal, the model simplifies

to what we call the demand covering model with homogeneous fleet (DCM-HF).
In this case, we can divide constraints (2) by κ, round up the right-hand side to

h̃e :=

⌈

g̃e
κ

⌉

,

and obtain a generalized set covering model with a 0/1 constraint matrix.
DCM is a simplified version of the model of Bussieck, Kreuzer, and Zimmer-

mann [6], who additionally consider non-trivial lower bounds on line frequencies
and a different objective function. Claessens, van Dijk, and Zwaneveld [9] prove
that DCM (their “simplified cost optimal line planning problem”) is NP-hard.
Another proof of NP-hardness appears in Schöbel and Scholl [16], who show
that the set covering problem is a special case of the line planning problem
(κ ≡ 1, g ≡ 1, fmax ≡ 1).

Model DCM is NP-hard even in transportation networks whose topology is
a simple path, if any of the following conditions holds: there is more than one
transportation mode, nonzero fixed costs are added, open lines are considered,
or express lines that skip certain stations are allowed, see [20, 19]. Otherwise,
the problem can be solved in polynomial time.

3 Computational Complexity

Three feeder line systems (FLS) transport passengers from the main corridor to
the suburbs/neighborhoods of Quito. Each feeder line starts at a transshipment
terminal t, visits a set of consecutive stations up to a turn-over station, and
returns back to the terminal on the reverse way, stopping at the same stations.
It may or may not visit other turn-over stations in the same way. A feeder line
system includes neither express nor open lines, and its underlying graph is an
undirected tree. In the following, we study the complexity of DCM on different
network structures of this type.

3.1 Subdivided Stars

The network topology that is currently used by the feeder line systems of the
TS is even simpler than a tree: In fact, the terminal t is the only node with
degree greater than two. We call such a graph a subdivided star with root t.
Figure 3 depicts an example. If a line in such a subdivided star is a path that
has the terminal on one of its ends, it covers only one neighborhood of the city.
We therefore call such a line a 1-NB-path. The Quito TS operator is currently
evaluating the possibility of allowing lines to cover multiple neighborhoods. This
is our motivation for considering two additional line structures: 2-NB-paths,
which are paths having the terminal as an intermediate node (i.e., covering two
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t ℓ3
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Figure 3: Example of the FLS line structure on a subdivided star. The line pool contains a

subtree ℓ1 covering the neighborhoods 1, 3, and 4; a 2-NB-path ℓ2 covering the neighborhoods

1 and 2; and a 1-NB-path ℓ3 covering the neighborhood 3.

neighborhoods), and subtrees containing the terminal (corresponding to lines
that cover more than two neighborhoods, passing through the terminal between
every two consecutive neighborhood visits). The order in which neighborhoods
are visited in a subtree line has no effect on its operating costs, but will in
general influence the average waiting time of the passengers.

Each neighborhood is usually served by a homogeneous bus fleet. Moreover,
if only 1-NB-paths are considered in the line pool, the planning can be carried
out independently for each branch of the star, and hence the following result is
interesting from a practical point of view.

Proposition 1. DCM-HF for 1-NB-paths is solvable in polynomial time on

undirected paths.

Proof. Assume G is a path with nodes v1, v2, . . . , vn, where v1 is the terminal.
Then each line ℓ ∈ L is a path from v1 to some w ∈ {v2, . . . , vn}. In this case, an
optimal solution for DCM-HF can be found in a greedy manner, by processing
the edges of G in the order {vn, vn−1}, . . . , {v3, v2}, {v2, v1} as indicated below.
We introduce variables f̄ℓ to keep track of the remaining “free capacity” of a line
ℓ ∈ L and variables h̄e to keep track of the not yet satisfied demand on edge e
during the execution of the algorithm. Initially, we set f̄ℓ := fmax

ℓ and fℓ := 0

for all lines, and h̄e := h̃e on all edges.
To process edge e := {vi, vi−1}, first determine the set of lines that can be

used to cover some demand on e:

L∗
e :=

{

ℓ ∈ L : e ∈ ℓ : f̄ℓ > 0
}

.

If this set is empty and h̄e > 0, then the instance has no feasible solution.
Otherwise, let ℓ∗ be the line of L∗

e having the minimum cost, and set

f := min
{

h̄e, f̄ℓ∗
}

,

h̄e := h̄e − f,

f̄ℓ∗ := f̄ℓ∗ − f.

Repeat this procedure until h̄e = 0 and then continue processing next edge.

As a corollary we obtain the following.
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Figure 4: Numbering stations in a subdivided star.

Corollary 2. DCM for 1-NB-paths is solvable in polynomial time on undi-
rected subdivided stars if the fleet is homogenous in each neighborhood.

Remark 1. The proof of Proposition 1 actually shows that DCM can be solved
in polynomial time if the vehicle fleet is homogeneous in each individual branch,
i.e., there might be different modes in different neighborhoods.

Remark 2. Proposition 1 and Corollary 2 also follow from the fact that the
constraint matrix of DCM-HF on subdivided stars is totally unimodular (see
Schrijver [18]), because the lines form intervals, such that their incidence vectors
have the consecutive ones property. The above proof, however, gives a simple
combinatorial algorithm.

If the lines have a 2-NB-path structure, one can construct examples for which
the greedy scheme in the proof of Proposition 1 does not find an optimal solution.
The constraint matrix is also not totally unimodular anymore. Nevertheless, this
case can be solved efficiently as well.

Proposition 3. DCM-HF for 2-NB-paths is solvable in polynomial time on

undirected subdivided stars.

Proof. We will show that any instance of the undirected version of DCM-HF on
a subdivided star can be polynomially reduced to an equivalent instance on a
complete bipartite graph of the form K1,n, with each line covering at most two
edges. Bussieck [5] observed that such an instance can be solved in polynomial
time by using a b-matching algorithm.

Let G = (V,E) be the subdivided star with node set

V := {t, v11 , . . . , v
1
k1
, v21 , . . . , v

2
k2
, . . . , vs1, . . . , v

s
ks
}

and edge set E := {{vij , v
i
j+1} : j ∈ {0, . . . , ki−1}, i ∈ [s]}. Here, for simplicity,

we define vi0 := t for all i ∈ [s]. Figure 4 depicts an example of this numbering
of stations.

Let h̃e be the transportation demand on edge e ∈ E. The line pool L
consists of simple paths containing the terminal t, either 1-NB-paths or 2-NB-
paths. As usual, cℓ and fmax

ℓ represent the cost and frequency upper bound on
a line ℓ ∈ L. Note that any line containing an edge e := {vij , v

i
j+1} for some

j ∈ {0, . . . , ki − 1}, i ∈ [s], will also contain all edges in

D(e) := {{vir, v
i
r+1} : r ∈ {0, . . . , j − 1}}.
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We call D(e) the set of edges dominated by e; for example, in Figure 4 we
have D({v12 , v

1
3}) = {{t, v11}, {v

1
1, v

1
2}}. In a feasible line plan the transportation

capacity on e cannot be smaller than the transportation capacity on any edge
ẽ ∈ D(e). Hence, if h̃ẽ ≤ h̃e then ẽ induces a redundant inequality in the integer
programming formulation DCM-HF. Thus, ẽ may be contracted in G and in all
lines in L without changing the solution set. We assume in the following that
h̃ẽ > h̃e holds for every e ∈ E, ẽ ∈ D(e).

We define a complete bipartite graph Ĝ := ({t}, V \ {t}, Ê) whose edge set
is given by

Ê := {{t, vij} : j ∈ {1, . . . , ki}, i ∈ [s]}.

For i ∈ [s] and j ∈ {1, . . . , ki}, the demand ĥê on an edge ê = {t, vij} ∈ Ê is set
to

ĥ{t,vi
j
} :=

{

h̃{vi
j−1,v

i
j
} if j = ki,

h̃{vi
j−1,v

i
j
} − h̃{vi

j
,vi

j+1}
if j ∈ {1, . . . , ki − 1}.

(5)

For any line ℓ ∈ L visiting two branches with indices i+ and i−, define

ℓ+ := {vi
+

j : j ∈ {1, . . . , ki+}, ℓ visits vi
+

j },

ℓ− := {vi
−

j : j ∈ {1, . . . , ki−}, ℓ visits vi
−

j }.

If ℓ visits only one branch, define ℓ+ analogously and let ℓ− := ∅.
Consider now Algorithm 1. It defines for each ℓ ∈ L a set S(ℓ) of lines in Ĝ,

together with costs and upper bounds for their frequencies, in such a way that
these lines account for the effective demand coverage on G. For instance, in
the example illustrated by Figure 5, line ℓ1 with fmax

ℓ1
= 4 is “split” into lines ℓ̂1,

ℓ̂2, and ℓ̂3. One can think of assigning a positive frequency to ℓ̂1 as the action
of using ℓ1 to cover demand on all edges between stations v12 and v22 . Since
h̃{v1

1,v
1
2}

= 1, this coverage can be at most 1, and hence fmax
ℓ̂1

= 1. Similarly, an

assignment of frequency to ℓ̂2 represents the coverage of the remaining demand
on the edges between v11 and v22 . Thus, we obtain fmax

ℓ̂2
= 1 and fmax

ℓ̂3
= 2. The

cost for each line in S(ℓ) is defined to be equal to cℓ. Observe that if we set
the frequencies for the new lines at their largest allowed values, there is still
one unit of unsatisfied transportation demand on edge {t, v21} of Ĝ, and this is
exactly the amount of unsatisfied demand on the corresponding edge of G if we
set fℓ1 to its maximum value.

We claim that the undirected version of DCM-HF on Ĝ with line pool L̂ :=
∪ℓ∈LS(ℓ) is equivalent to the original problem on G. To see this, consider a

feasible solution f̂ in Ĝ and define a solution in G by

fℓ :=
∑

ℓ̂∈S(ℓ)

f̂
ℓ̂
, for all ℓ ∈ L. (6)

It is straightforward to verify from the definition of Algorithm 1 that both
solutions have the same cost and that 0 ≤ fℓ ≤ fmax

ℓ holds for every ℓ ∈ L. Now
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Algorithm 1 Line-Splitting Algorithm

Input: Line ℓ ∈ L with fmax
ℓ > 0, and cℓ > 0.

Output: Set of lines S(ℓ) in Ĝ, f̂max
ℓ̂

, and c
ℓ̂

for all ℓ̂ ∈

S(ℓ)

κ(vij) := h̃{vi
j−1,v

i
j
} for all vij ∈ ℓ+ ∪ ℓ−, κ(t) := ∞

S(ℓ) := ∅

W := ℓ+ ∪ ℓ−

b := fmax
ℓ

while W 6= ∅ and b > 0 do

if W ∩ ℓ+ 6= ∅ then

u1 := vi
+

j ∈ W ∩ ℓ+ having largest index j
else

u1 := t
end if

if W ∩ ℓ− 6= ∅ then

u2 := vi
−

j ∈ W ∩ ℓ− having largest index j
else

u2 := t
end if

ℓ̂ := (u1, t, u2), ignoring repeated nodes
c
ℓ̂
:= cℓ

z := min{κ(u1), κ(u2), b}

f̂max
ℓ̂

:= z

S(ℓ) := S(ℓ) ∪ ℓ̂
κ(vij) := κ(vij)− z for all vij ∈ W
b := b− z
W := {vij ∈ ℓ+ ∪ ℓ− : κ(vij) > 0}

end while

consider an arbitrary edge e := {vij−1, v
i
j} in G, with j ∈ {1, . . . , ki}, i ∈ [s]. We

have

h̃e = h̃{vi
j−1,v

i
j
} =

ki
∑

r=j

ĥ{t,vi
r}

≤

ki
∑

r=j

∑

ℓ̂∋{t,vi
r}

f̂
ℓ̂
≤

∑

ℓ∋e

∑

ℓ̂∈S(ℓ)

f̂
ℓ̂
=

∑

ℓ∋e

fℓ. (7)

The rightmost inequality holds because any line ℓ̂ covering an edge {t, vir} in Ĝ
with r ≥ j must belong to a set S(ℓ) obtained from a line ℓ in G that visits
station vir and traverses edge e = {vij−1, v

i
j} along the way. Hence, (6) defines

a feasible solution in G.
Conversely, assume we are given an optimal solution f⋆ ∈ Z

L for DCM-
HF on G, and let ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓN be the lines having positive frequencies in the
solution. Applying Algorithm 1 to ℓ1, but using f⋆

ℓ1
instead of fmax

ℓ1
as input,

we obtain a set {f̂
ℓ̂
: ℓ̂ ∈ S(ℓ1)} of frequencies for the lines in S(ℓ1). Since the
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G = (V,E)
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Ĝ
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Figure 5: Example for the application of the line splitting Algorithm 1

start value for variable b in the algorithm is b = f⋆
ℓ1

≤ fmax
ℓ1

,

0 ≤ f̂
ℓ̂
≤ f̂max

ℓ̂

must hold for every ℓ̂ ∈ S(ℓ1). Moreover, there must be at least one edge e
covered by ℓ1 for which h̃e ≥ f⋆

ℓ1
, as otherwise f⋆

ℓ1
could be decreased and f⋆

would not be optimal. This implies that b = 0 must hold at the end of the
algorithm. Hence,

∑

ℓ̂∈S(ℓ1)
f̂
ℓ̂
= f⋆

ℓ1
.

Now let us alter the instance on G by dropping ℓ1 from L and changing the
transportation demand on the edges as follows:

h̃e :=

{

max{0, h̃e − f⋆
ℓ1
} if e is covered by ℓ1

h̃e otherwise.

It is straightforward to verify that by dropping coordinate ℓ1 from f⋆ an
optimal solution for this modified instance is obtained. This process is repeated
for ℓ2, . . . , ℓN , defining frequencies f̂

ℓ̂
for the lines ℓ̂ in the sets S(ℓ2), . . . , S(ℓN ),

“updating” the demand on G after each step. In fact, the frequencies f̂
ℓ̂

are
computed in such a way that

h̃{vi
j−1,v

i
j
} =

∑

ℓ̂=(u1,t,u2)

u1=vi
r or u2=vi

r :r≥j

f̂
ℓ̂
, i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , ki. (8)

This implies

ĥ{vi
j−1,v

i
j
} =

∑

ℓ̂=(u1,t,u2)

u1=vi
j or u2=vi

j

f̂
ℓ̂
, i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , ki, (9)
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i.e., the demand for all edges in Ĝ is covered by the lines in ∪N
i=1S(ℓi). Finally,

from
∑

ℓ̂∈S(ℓi)
f̂
ℓ̂
= f⋆

ℓi
for every i = 1, . . . , N , it follows that f̂ defines a feasible

solution in Ĝ having the same cost as f⋆. This completes the proof.

In a previous article [20], we have proved that DCM is NP-hard for |M| ≥ 2
even for an undirected path topology, if the number of terminals is unrestricted.
This result, however, is not applicable in this case where the number of terminals
is limited to one. We show now that the problem remains hard even with this
restricted topology.

Proposition 4. DCM for 1- and 2-NB-paths is NP-hard on undirected subdi-

vided stars if |M| ≥ 2.

Proof. We reduce the 3-dimensional matching problem (3DMP) to the line plan-
ning problem on the undirected subdivided star. Consider an instance of the
3DMP given by a set M ⊂ X × Y × Z, where X, Y, and Z are disjoint sets
such that |X | = |Y | = |Z| =: n. In the following we assume X = {x1, . . . , xn},
Y = {y1, . . . , yn} and Z = {z1, . . . , zn}. The task is to decide whether there is
a subset Q ⊆ M that partitions X ∪ Y ∪ Z.

As a first step, we will label the elements of M in a specific way. Assume the
ordered triples of M are sorted in increasing order of the indices of their second
components. Moreover, denote by mi the number of triples having the second
component equal to yi, for i ∈ [n], such that m1+ · · ·+mn = |M |. Let yji denote
the j-th occurrence of yi in a triple of M and observe that any ordered triple of
M can be uniquely identified as (xk, y

j
i , zp), with k, i, p ∈ [n] and j ∈ [mi].

We define an instance of DCM on the subdivided star with 2 transportation
modes as follows: Let T = (V,E) be an undirected graph where the set of nodes
is defined as follows:

V := X ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {yji : j ∈ [mi], i ∈ [n]} ∪ {0},

with node 0 being the unique terminal and V \ {0} representing stations where
a turn-over is possible. Thus, we add one node for each element of X ∪ Y ∪ Z,
one node yji for each triple of M , and one terminal node 0.

The set of edges E consists of a union of three different sets:

Ex := {{xi, xi+1} : i ∈ [n− 1]} ∪ {xn, 0}

Ez := {{zi, zi+1} : i ∈ [n− 1]} ∪ {zn, 0}

Ey := {{yji , 0} : j ∈ [mi], i ∈ [n]} ∪ {{yi, 0} : i ∈ [n]}

with aggregated demands

g̃e :=



















i if e ∈ {{xi, xi+1}, {zi, zi+1}} for some i ∈ [n− 1],

n if e ∈ {{xn, 0}, {zn, 0}},

2 if e ∈ {{0, yji }, j ∈ [mi]} for some i ∈ [n],

2mi − 2 if e = {0, yi} for some i ∈ [n].
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Figure 6: Reducing DCM with two transportation modes from 3DM. The triple (x2, y2, z1)
corresponding to the last column of the matching incidence matrix on the right is associated

with the two lines {x2, y
2

2
} and {y2

2
, z1} of transportation mode 1 and with the line {y2, y12}

of transportation mode 2.

The line pool L consists only of 2-NB-paths with two transportation modes:
mode 1 with transportation capacity κ1 = 1 and mode 2 with capacity κ2 = 2,
respectively. For each triple (xk, y

j
i , zp) ∈ M , we define three lines with the

terminal as an intermediate node. We construct two 2-NB-paths with trans-
portation capacity κ1: the first line having its end nodes at xk and yji , with

cost n− k + 2, and the second line from yji to zp with cost n− p + 2. Finally,

a 2-NB-path served by transportation mode 2 is added from yji to yi with fixed
cost equal to 4. Thus, lines served by mode 2 only cover 2 edges. Note that
the cost cℓ of each line is equal to the number of edges times the capacity, i.e.,
the cost of a line equals its total capacity. Finally, we set the frequency upper
bound for all lines to one, fmax

ℓ = 1, for all ℓ ∈ L. Figure 6 depicts an example
of our construction.

Assume that Q ⊆ M is a solution for 3DMP. A solution for DCM can be
obtained as follows: If the triple (xk, y

j
i , zp) belongs to Q, then we choose the

corresponding lines (xk, y
j
i ) and (yji , zp) of mode 1. Moreover, all lines (yi, y

q
i )

with q ∈ [mi]\ {j} get frequencies equal to one. Proceeding in the same way for
the remaining elements of M , we choose 2n lines of mode 1 and |M |−n lines of
mode 2, all of them being 2-NB-paths. Such a set of lines is a feasible solution
for DCM with total cost equal to

C∗ = 2

n
∑

i=1

(n− i+ 2) +

n
∑

i=1

mi−1
∑

j=1

4 = n2 − n+ 4 |M | .

On the other hand, observe that the cost of any feasible solution of DCM is
equal to the total capacity provided by the selected lines. This cost must be
at least C∗, since this is the sum of the demands on all edges. Moreover, if a
feasible solution has cost equal to C∗, then it must be tight in the sense that
the selected lines provide on each edge e ∈ E exactly g̃e units of transportation
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capacity. Thus, such a solution must have the property that every node in
X ∪Z appears exactly once as an end node of a line and exactly one edge of the
form {0, yji }, j ∈ [mi] must be covered by exactly 2 lines with transportation
capacity κ1. In this case, the selected set of lines with positive frequencies
reveals a 3-dimensional matching in M .

It remains to analyze the homogeneous fleet case with subtree lines.

Proposition 5. DCM-HF for subtree lines is NP-hard on undirected stars.

Proof. We reduce an instance of the 3-exact cover problem (3ECP) to DCM-HF
on the undirected star. A 3ECP is given by a family F = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} of
subsets from a ground set S = {u1, u2, . . . , u3m}, each Si ∈ F having cardinality
equal to 3. The task is to determine a subfamily of m subsets partitioning S,
i.e., each element of S is contained in exactly one subset.

We consider the complete bipartite graph K1,3m, which is a special case of
a star. Let V := {t, 1, 2, . . . , 3m} and E := {{t, 1}, {t, 2}, . . . , {t, 3m}} be the
node and edge sets, respectively. Moreover, we associate with each edge e ∈ E
a transportation demand h̃e equal to one.

Now for every Si = (uj, uk, uh) we define a line containing the edges {t, j},
{t, k}, {t, h}, with cost and frequency upper bound both equal to one. It is
straightforward to see that any feasible line plan with cost equal to m covers
each edge of K1,3m exactly once and is hence associated with a feasible 3ECP
solution. Conversely, any solution to 3ECP can be used to define a line plan
of cost m. Since no feasible line plan can contain less than m lines, solving
DCM-HF provides a solution for 3ECP.

3.2 General Trees

Since the transshipment terminals are currently located at strategic positions in
the street network and the FLS covers a relatively small area of the city, lines
assigned to different neighborhoods split very soon after leaving the terminal,
i.e., the FLS is currently operated using a star topology. It may, however, very
well happen that the introduction of new lines will change the topology from a
subdivided star to a general tree. This has motivated us to study the complexity
of DCM-HF on trees with only one terminal and the natural generalization with
several terminals.

Proposition 6. DCM-HF for 1-NB-paths is solvable in polynomial time on

undirected trees with one terminal.

Proof. If the line structure is restricted to 1-NB-paths, DCM-HF on undirected
trees with only one terminal can be reduced to a minimum cost flow problem
as follows. Consider a given instance of DCM-HF on a tree T = (V,E) with a
unique terminal t. Let U ⊂ V \{t} be the set of (non-terminal) leaves of the tree,
i.e., the set of nodes having degree one. Moreover, observe that deleting any
edge e ∈ E splits the tree into two connected components S1

e and S2
e . Assume

w.l.o.g. t ∈ S1
e , denote by Ve the set of nodes of S2

e , and let ne := |Ve ∩ U |.
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Define a directed graph D̂ = (V, Â) on the same node set V whose arc set Â is
the disjoint union of two subsets: a set Â1 containing one “line arc” aℓ := (t, v),
for each line ℓ ∈ L, where v is the turn-over node of ℓ (other than t); and a set
Â2 containing one “slack arc” ae := (u, v) for each edge e = {u, v} in T , oriented
“away from” the terminal t, i.e., in such a way that v ∈ Ve.

Let B := maxe∈E{h̃e}. Flow demands are defined as follows (negative de-
mands meaning that the node is a source of flow):

bv :=











− |U |B if v = t,

B if v ∈ U,

0 otherwise

for all v ∈ V .

For each arc in Â1 representing a line ℓ ∈ L, the cost is equal to cℓ, and the
capacity is set to fmax

ℓ . For an arc ae ∈ Â2, the cost is defined to be equal to

zero, and the capacity is set to Bne − h̃e.

Now consider a feasible integral flow x⋆ ∈ Z
Â
+ on D̂. Letting fℓ := x⋆

aℓ
for

all ℓ ∈ L defines a feasible solution for DCM-HF of the same cost. Indeed, it
follows from the construction that 0 ≤ fℓ ≤ fmax

ℓ and that both solutions have

the same cost. Moreover, observe that for any arc ae ∈ Â2 the directed cut
δ−(Ve) contains, besides ae itself, only arcs from Â1 whose corresponding lines
cover edge e, i.e., they belong to the set Le. Hence,

x⋆
ae

+
∑

ℓ∈Le

fℓ = x⋆
ae

+
∑

aℓ∈Â1∩δ−(Ve)

x⋆
aℓ

= x⋆(δ−(Ve)) =
∑

v∈Ve

bv = Bne.

Since the capacity constraint on arc ae implies x⋆
ae

≤ Bne − h̃e, it follows that
∑

ℓ∈Le
fℓ ≥ h̃e.

Conversely, let f⋆ ∈ Z
L
+ be an optimal solution to DCM-HF, and assume

w.l.o.g. that f⋆ has minimum total frequency
∑

ℓ∈L f⋆
ℓ . A feasible integral flow

of the same cost can be defined in D as follows. For each arc aℓ ∈ Â1, the flow
value xaℓ

is set equal to the frequency f⋆
ℓ of the corresponding line ℓ ∈ L. This

assignment clearly satisfies the capacity and nonnegativity constraints for arcs
in Â1. Additionally, for each arc ae ∈ Â2 the flow value is set to

xae
:= Bne −

∑

ℓ∈Le

f⋆
ℓ .

As
∑

ℓ∈Le
f⋆
ℓ ≥ h̃e, this assignment fulfills the capacity constraint for ae. More-

over, it is straightforward to verify that the demand (and in particular the flow
conservation) constraints for all nodes are satisfied. Thus, it only remains to
show that the values xae

are nonnegative.
Assume we have xae

< 0 for some arc ae = (u, v) ∈ Â2, i.e.,
∑

e∈Le
f⋆
ℓ >

Bne. It follows that the transportation capacity along a path from the terminal t
to node v is strictly larger than Bne ≥ B and hence strictly larger than the
demand on each of its edges. Hence, if there is a line ℓ ∈ L with turn-over node
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v and f⋆
ℓ > 0, then a new feasible solution with cost not larger than c(f⋆), and

smaller total frequency, can be obtained by reducing the frequency of ℓ; this
is a contradiction. On the other hand, if no line with positive frequency has v
as a turn-over node, then there is some arc ae′ = (v, w) ∈ Â2 leaving from v
for which xae′

< 0. We iterate this argument (at most) until we reach an arc
ae′′ = (q, u) with u ∈ U , since the transportation demand on e′′ can only be
covered by a line ℓ′′ ∈ L having u as its turn-over node and f⋆

ℓ′′ > 0.

Note that Proposition 6 generalizes Corollary 2. In contrast, Proposition 5
trivially implies that DCM on trees is NP-hard if the line pool contains subtrees.
Finally, we determine the complexity of the problem on trees for the natural
generalization where the number of terminals is greater than one.

Proposition 7. DCM-HF for 1-NB-paths from an unrestricted number of ter-

minals is NP-hard on undirected trees.

Proof. We reduce an instance of the 3-dimensional matching problem (3DMP,
see the proof of Proposition 4) to our line planning problem.

Given an instance of 3DMP, we define an instance of an undirected DCM-
HF on a tree as follows. Let mi be the number of occurrences of yi in M , then
∑n

i=1 mi := |M |. We assume that the tree has a node t as root. Moreover, for
each element of X ∪ Y ∪Z one node w and one edge {t, w} are defined. If yi is
a node associated with an element of Y , we add 2mi additional nodes yxik, y

z
ik

and 2mi edges {yi, y
x
ik}, {yi, y

z
ik}, with k ∈ [mi]. Each of the nodes yxik, y

z
ik is a

terminal. The aggregated demand on all edges is equal to one, except for the
edges of the form {t, yi}, whose demand is two.

The line pool contains the following lines: If (xj , yi, zp) ∈ M corresponds
to the k-th occurrence of yi, we add three lines with costs and frequency upper
bounds equal to one, defined in the following way:

• lkyi,1 = (yxik, yi, t, xj)

• lkyi,2 = (yzik, yi, t, zp)

• lkyi,3 = (yxik, yi, y
z
ik).

Now suppose that Q ⊂ M is a 3-dimensional matching. A solution for our
instance of DCM can be obtained as follows: If yi ∈ Y is covered by the triple
(xj , yi, zp) corresponding to the k-th occurrence of yi in M , we choose lines
lkyi,1, l

k
yi,2, and all lines lryi,3, r 6= k, to be in the solution, with frequencies all

equal to one. The edges incident to xj , yi, and zp are then all covered at a
cost of mi + 1. Proceeding in the same way for the remaining elements of Y , a
solution covering the demand on all edges of the graph is obtained whose cost
is
∑n

i=1(mi + 1) = |M |+ |Y |.
Conversely, observe that any feasible line plan has cost greater than or equal

to |M |+ |Y |: At first, there are 2 |Y | edges of the form {t, w} with w ∈ X ∪ Z,
and each one has to be covered by a different line. Then, there are 2 |M | edges of
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the form {yi, y
x
ik}, {yi, y

z
ik}, k ∈ [mi] and yi ∈ Y . In the best case, 2 |Y | of these

edges have been covered by the lines chosen in the first step. The remaining
edges can all be covered pairwise by lines of the form lkyi,3. Hence, the total
solution cost is at least

2 |Y |+
1

2
(2 |M | − 2 |Y |) = |M |+ |Y | .

Furthermore, a solution having exactly this cost must cover the demand on
all edges tightly, and in this case the lines of the form lkyi,1, l

k
yi,2 with positive

frequencies reveal a 3-dimensional matching in M .

4 Optimizing the Trolebús System

We report in this section on computational experience with solving real-world
instances of DCM provided by the TS operator. The IPs were solved using
SCIP V1.0 [1] with default settings and SoPlex as the underlying LP-solver
[21]. All experiments were performed on a PC with a 2 Ghz Intel Pentium CPU
and 2 GB RAM running Linux Suse 11. A time limit of 10, 000 seconds was set.
The test instances are based on data from one-hour time slices on a sample day.

Currently, the feeder lines of the TS are operated by private busses and
each owner of a bus has a salary associated with the assigned line and the total
distance traveled. The vehicle fleet used for serving the feeder lines is het-
erogeneous, consisting of 89 busses of two different types with transportation
capacities κ1 = 90 and κ2 = 110, respectively. Both have the same operational
cost (no fixed costs are considered). The transportation network has 479 nodes
located along the three subsystems of the feeder line system. As stated ear-
lier, each of these subsystems has the topology of a subdivided star. Traveling
times between stations were taken from historical data. Transfer times for a
change from line ℓ1 to line ℓ2 were computed a posteriori as T

2fℓ2
, where T is

the time horizon. Traffic volumes were computed using the system-split method
described in [4].

Table 1 reports, for reference purposes, some operational parameters re-
garding the line plan currently implemented by the TS operator: cost, average
number of transfers per passenger, average travel times, and the accumulated
frequency. The total number of passengers transported

∑

duv is also shown for
each instance.

We solved DCM in two versions which differ in the line structure considered:
either only 1-NB-paths or allowing 2-NB-paths. In both cases, we generated
all lines that could be implemented in practice and put them into the line
pool. Since turn-overs are possible only at 42 stations (along all three feeder
subsystems) and the fleet consists of two transportation modes, there are 84
such lines for the 1-NB scenario. For the 2-NB scenario, all lines starting and
ending at two turn-over stations belonging to different neighborhoods of the
same subsystem were also considered. This yields a total of 470 additional
2-NB-path lines.
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Table 1: Current operational parameters of the FLS.

T Cost Avg. # Tr. Avg. Time (min.) f(L)
∑

duv

06:00-07:00 3,806.8 0.478 49.66 59 7,190
07:00-08:00 4,144.6 0.457 46.32 65 8,317
08:00-09:00 3,330.4 0.456 44.94 53 7,337
09:00-10:00 3,251.0 0.506 44.74 52 7,130
10:00-11:00 2,831.6 0.475 44.18 45 6,690
11:00-12:00 2,663.8 0.434 42.80 42 6,137
12:00-13:00 2,873.6 0.452 41.16 46 6,698
13:00-14:00 3,323.6 0.504 45.18 52 7,358
14:00-15:00 3,034.4 0.534 46.78 47 6,461
15:00-16:00 3,122.8 0.515 44.80 49 6,336
16:00-17:00 3,473.6 0.500 46.77 54 6,919
17:00-18:00 3,455.8 0.415 42.89 53 6,318
18:00-19:00 3,050.0 0.394 43.29 48 5,966
19:00-20:00 3,050.2 0.548 52.47 49 5,934
20:00-21:00 2,597.6 0.661 56.09 41 5,118
21:00-22:00 1,860.2 0.575 57.02 28 3,765
22:00-23:00 1,666.2 0.679 65.68 26 2,971

average 2,948.8 0.553 51.36 46.2 6,273.2

SCIP solves all 1-NB instances in a few seconds to optimality. For the 2-
NB instances dominated columns were eliminated as a preprocessing step. We
solve these instances with SCIP in its default configuration and a time limit of
10, 000 seconds. Tables 2 and 3 report the aggregated results for the three feeder
line systems. The total operational cost, the average number of transfers per
passenger (# Tr.), the aggregated frequency (f(L)), the number of lines used
in the solution (|L|), and the average travel time (Avg. Time), and the CPU
computing time are shown for the 1-NB and the 2-NB scenario. Moreover, for
the 2-NB instances the optimality gap is reported. All 1-NB instance could be
solved to optimality.

The cost was reduced by about 18% (only 1-NB-paths) and 32% (with 2-
NB-paths) in comparison to the currently implemented solution. The average
number of transfers remains about the same in the 1-NB scenario and is roughly
halfed in the 2-NB scenario; this can be explained by the fact that 2-NB paths
may allow some passengers to travel between two neighborhoods without trans-
fers. Thus, 2-NB-paths seem to be an attractive option for the TS operator.
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